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You created an inspiring vision and a great plan... 
Now how do you get it DONE?  
This course offers a rich toolkit to keep plans 
and projects alive, relevant, and achievable 
during implementation. 

This course anticipates the fact that all plans 
need adjustments during implementation 
and provides a road map to do so. 
Participants will learn ways to keep plans 
and projects alive, relevant, and achievable. 
. 

REGISTER HERE 

YOU WILL 
LEAVE THIS 
COURSE 
WITH: 

 A better understanding of the journey a group takes to implement its plans

 Greater ability to recognize where a group is going and what will help it move ahead

 Tools to integrate new leadership, partners, and collaboration from multiple sectors

 Skills to assess change motivation and ability factors so that initiatives are successful

 Ways to set a group up for success in implementing its plan

This training was engaging, enjoyable and invaluable. I was learning the whole time, but it did not feel like work. It was 
so much fun. I also really enjoyed the breakout rooms. It was great to hear what other people are doing in other areas 

through CFHL, especially during this unprecedented time of COVID. 

I enjoyed learning and addressing hard situations that are difficult to get through. I felt I left the training with the KEYS to 
unlock the doors that have been closed for productivity. Thank you for giving such a purpose driving training that is 

designed to assist the community and heal and direct the leaders. 

WHO SHOULD 
ATTEND? 

 Anyone involved in planning CalFresh Healthy Living or other coordinated work plans.

https://cvent.me/yGM0Ro
http://www.cvent.com/d/87qn1q/4W
https://www.calfreshhealthyliving.org



